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SUMMARY OF POSITIONS OF  

THE RETAIL ENERGY SUPPLY ASSOCIATION 

The Retail Energy Supply Association (“RESA”), through its counsel, provides 

the following summary of the positions it has taken in this proceeding.  

VII. NEW RIDERS 

B. Rider SMP 

RESA sponsored the testimony of Roy Boston, who is the Strategic Planning & 

Policy Manager at Sempra Energy Solutions.  Mr. Boston testified that RESA believes it 

is important that the Commission provide incentive for ComEd to make the advanced 

infrastructure investments that ComEd has indicated it will make through its proposed 

Rider SMP.  RESA therefore supports the proposal of Constellation New Energy that the 

Commission approve the essential features of Rider SMP in this proceeding, while 

providing a means for additional stakeholder input into the investments themselves 

through a subsequent workshop process.   

Mr. Boston testified that RESA has a strong interest in how ComEd invests in 

AMI because RESA members serve a wide range of customers, from residential and 

small commercial customers up to large industrial customers.  Providing advanced 

metering technology to ComEd’s customers will allow RESA members to offer their 

customers new and innovative services to control their energy usage that are not possible 
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under the current metering technology.  RESA believes that the infrastructure 

investments ComEd plans to make under Rider SMP will therefore benefit customers and 

enhance competition for the supply of energy.  Utilization of the workshop process and 

subsequent Commission review will provide a mechanism to ensure that investments 

under Rider SMP are just and reasonable. 

RESA notes that all customers will benefit from the use of AMI because it will 

result in using electricity more efficiently and thus help delay the need for new 

generation, make existing generation more efficient, and even result in a decline in the 

amount of generation used per customer.  Thus, it is not unreasonable to design a 

recovery mechanism that applies to all classes of customers. 

 

VIII. COST OF SERVICE AND ALLOCATION ISSUES 
 
 F. Supply vs. Delivery Services Allocation Issues 
 

RESA supports the argument made by Request Equitable Allocation of Costs 

Together (“REACT”) that the Commission should adjust ComEd’s rates to reflect the fact 

that it is currently charging supply-related costs to delivery services customers.  RESA 

agrees with REACT that it is unfair to burden those customers that choose a RES for 

supply service with ComEd’s costs associated with providing supply.  RESA notes that 

ComEd’s primary argument against the REACT adjustment is that REACT’s 40% 

allocation is arbitrary and that there is no specific evidence supporting an allocation.  

RESA notes that ComEd has the burden to proof that its position of zero allocation is 

correct.  No rate design allocation is perfect.  But the 40% recommended by REACT is 

much closer to reality than the zero percent proposed by ComEd.  The Commission 
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should therefore accept the proposal of REACT and place ComEd and RES on a level 

playing field. 
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